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Exactly 28 hours earlier a young man overdosed on
heroin and was rushed to hospital on life support. Four
hours ago, he was diagnosed as brain dead, his family has consented for him to become an organ donor
and blood samples have been taken to screen him for
HIV, Hepatitis B, and Hepatitis C infection. The results
are back, and the lab does not detect any blood borne
infections.

ABSTRACT
Currently there are over 1,600 Australians awaiting a life-saving
organ transplant. Approximately 20% of potential donors have a
history of behaviors before their death that increased their risk
of acquiring and transmitting HIV, Hepatitis B or Hepatitis C to
potential recipients. Donation and transplant professionals need
to weigh the risks of disease transmission against the benefits of
timely transplantation. Using participatory design methodology, we
explored the design needs for a mobile and web-based disease transmission risk calculator to support transplant decisions. We held five
design activities involving different occupation groups. Participants
included donation and transplantation clinicians, coordinators, administrators, and specialist consultants. Methods included surveys,
workshops, interviews, and usability studies. This paper describes
our design process, presents the findings, and describes our design
decisions and the resulting app. The application will soon be trialed
within multiple hospitals in Australia.

You have 30 minutes. You know the lab cannot detect
recently acquired infections, and therefore there is still
a risk of transmitting a serious infection to your patient. Do you accept the risk? Do you decline the offer,
and hope for a better one? Do you accept it for the desperately ill teenager you care for, or the 60 year-old
who will be unlikely to receive another offer? How are
you going to communicate the risk to your patient and
their family? Only 20 minutes now until the offer is
withdrawn and offered to another transplant doctor’s
patients. Tick tock.
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INTRODUCTION
You are an Organ Transplant doctor. It’s 2 am. You’re
asleep and your phone rings.
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1.1

Organ Transplantation

Over 1,600 Australians are waitlisted for a life-saving organ transplant annually [1]. For many, transplantation is the only effective
treatment for their condition. Whilst enduring the wait for a donor
organ, a patient’s health continues to deteriorate. Some are forced
to withdraw from the waitlist when they become too ill to survive
surgery, and others will die whilst waiting. Increasing access to
organ transplantation is an important national priority. One way to
improve access to organ transplantation is to increase the utilisation
of organs from those donors with an increased risk of infectious
disease [2].
Increased viral risk organ donors (IVRDs) are patients identified
as having an increased risk of transmitting blood borne viruses
such as HIV, Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C to recipients. IVRDs account for 10-20% of all organ donors [3]. Increased risk behaviours
include injecting drug use, higher risk sexual behaviours, or having
sexual partners who are themselves at increased risk of infection.
While routine pathology testing of donors detects most instances
of infection, recently acquired infections are not always reliably
detectable. This is because infection in the days immediately prior
to testing may not have allowed time for the concentration of viral particles to meet the detectable threshold, or for a detectable
immune response to develop.
Clinicians and patients need to correctly weigh the benefits of
transplantation against the risks of disease transmission. To improve decision making surrounding utilisation of increased viral
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Figure 1: The Organ Donation-Transplantation Pathway
risk organ donors, while respecting the multiple important sensitivities in this context, we are designing a clinical decision tool using
a participatory design approach.

1.2

for the recipient beyond simply a longer wait and may include receiving an organ of lesser quality, a further deterioration in health,
or even death. This complex context, combined with the need for
rapid, error-free decision, mandates a decision support tool with a
high degree of usability.

High Complexity – High Stakes context

The decision to accept an IVRD organ offer is made within a highly
complex system, where multiple participants are required to make
life-and-death judgments based on incomplete information. For
any single donor, there may be up to eight transplant recipients.
The donor and each recipient-patient will have their own family,
doctors, nurses, and specialist coordinator (Figure 1). In addition,
there will be specialist Donation Physicians, Transplant Physicians
and Transplant Surgeons involved in their care.
Patients become candidates for organ donation at all hours of the
day and night. Donor coordinators make organ offers 24 hours a day
and, in the case of a multi-organ donor, to multiple transplant units.
These transplant units may be in another hospital, another city, or
on the other side of the continent. Donor medical instability often
means transplant units and their potential-recipients may have as
little as 30 minutes to judge the merits of a specific offered organ
before it must be offered to the next potentially eligible recipient.
Any one of the actors listed in Figure 1 can stop the organ
donation-transplantation process by deciding that the risk of disease transmission is unacceptably high. Thus, the overall decision
whether to transplant can be conceived as a series of decision gates
subject to the most conservative threshold (Figure 1). The decision
not to accept an organ offer may have significant consequences

1.3

Human Factors in Decision Making

Despite evidence that the risk of unexpected viral transmission is
very low [4], and is greatly outweighed by the benefits of timely
transplantation [5], organs from increased viral risk donors continue to be less frequently transplanted than those from standard
risk donors [6]. This under-utilisation results in fewer organs being
transplanted and thus fewer lives transformed.
Several human factors could be facilitating the persistence of this
evidence-practice gap. Formal calculation of risk for these offers
does not routinely occur in practice. Calculation is slow, effortful and requires integration of knowledge from multiple sources.
Instead clinicians use heuristics that are fast and instinctual but
subject to biases [7]. For example, people are strongly influenced
by easily recalled adverse events, they over-weigh low probability
events, and they over-weigh losses relative to gains of a similar
magnitude [8]. These two divergent processes – using calculation
or heuristics - have been described by Kahneman as System 2 and
System 1 thinking, respectively [9].
There is significant variation in risk tolerance between individual clinicians, units, and jurisdictions [6, 10, 11]. We know that
collective decisions in groups of individuals are on average more
conservative than those of the individual members [12]. Additional
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1.5

Figure 2: Low-fidelity text-based prototype. Example of Risk
estimation screen.

cultural factors may also be at play. The dictum “Primum non nocere – first do no harm”, highlights the perceived importance within
medicine of conservative practice, where acts of commission may
be personally and professionally weighed higher than acts of omission [13]. An additional layer of complexity occurs because of the
‘wall’ between donation and transplantation (Figure 1). For ethical reasons, transplant clinicians are not involved in the donor’s
care, and donor identity remains confidential. As such, transplant
clinicians are unable to directly elicit donor risk histories or judge
the reliability of informants and are required to make a judgement
using anonymised referral data.
This paper describes our design of what we believe is the first
clinician-facing decision support tool to calculate the risk of unexpected disease transmission in organ transplantation. Our goal is
to create a tool that enables rapid decision making in this sensitive,
time-critical context based on algorithms and data that are more
reliable than heuristics.

1.4

Origins

The idea to create a technology-based risk estimate tool for organ transplantation had its origins at a national organ donation
conference in Brisbane, Australia, which highlighted the evidencepractice gap in the utilisation of organs from IVRDs in the USA. The
first author attended the conference as part of their employment as
a Medical Donation Specialist with a state-based organ donation
agency.
We approached the Australian Organ and Tissue Authority to
gauge sectorial interest and, receiving encouragement, developed
a low-fidelity, text-based, software prototype (Figure 2). This prototype was presented to the authority’s national Transplant Reference Liaison Group, which consists of transplant physicians and
surgeons, and acts as a senior advisory group. The reference group
recommended further development of the application with the first
author undertaking a PhD as part of the development.

Technology, decision aids and organ
transplantation

Clinical decision support tools (DSTs) can be broadly classified
into those that facilitate patient decision making, and those that
facilitate clinician decision making.
International consensus guidelines have been published on the
development of patient facing tools [14]. These guidelines predominantly prescribe content, but also recommend a systematic approach to design with multi-stakeholder input. Patient facing tools
have been shown to improve patient knowledge in trial settings but
are plagued by poor real-world implementation [15]. Most implementation models have relied on clinician endorsement, through
requesting that patients use the tool, normally outside the clinical
encounter [15].
HCI insights and participatory design processes appear to be
rarely integrated into the creation of patient facing tools, with
only half of them field tested on patients, and even fewer tested
on clinicians not involved with their development [16]. When clinicians are asked to identify barriers to utilisation, they nominate
concerns around impartiality, evidence-base, lack of local validity,
and whether the choices offered are consistent with best clinical
practice.
Guidelines recommend displaying probabilities and outcomes in
unbiased and understandable ways [14]. HCI research has demonstrated the importance of risk visualisation to improve risk understanding, behavioural intentions and trust [17, 18]. Work has
commenced on exploring the impact of design elements to specifically counter heuristic biases such as loss aversion and conservatism
[19].
In the field of transplantation, decision aids have been developed
to inform patients on the benefits of transplantation over continuing
dialysis, and in selecting liver offers at increased risk for poor
outcomes for non-infectious reasons, for those on the transplant
waitlist [20-22]. These studies have highlighted participants’ needs
for risk comparators, shareability of risk assessments, improved
plain language and web based as well as mobile implementation
[20, 21].
We were able to identify just one existing application for patient education on IVRD organ offers. ‘Inform Me’ was developed
from studies that identified knowledge deficits in patients waiting
transplant. It utilises Computer Aided Learning methodology to
improve recipient knowledge. In a randomised controlled trial, Inform Me was shown to improve recipient knowledge, but did not
significantly modulate expressed willingness to accept an IVRD
offer [23].
Several systematic reviews have been undertaken to identify
features of clinician-facing DSTs associated with utilisation and
improved clinical practice. Clinician-facing DSTs need to be well
integrated into clinical workflow, deliver advice at the point of
decision making, provide actionable recommendations, and ideally
be implemented digitally [24]. The Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology has been employed to categorise facilitators
of use of DSTs [25]. Facilitators include: perceived error reduction,
improved productivity, integration into current workflows and with
existing software, facilitating clinical documentation, provision of
reliable data and information, improved information presentation,
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ease of finding information, process complexity reduction, professional body endorsement or collaboration and the introduction of
workforce education [25]. We were unable to identify any clinician
facing decision tools in the field of transplantation.

1.6

Choice to use Participatory Design

This project is attempting to change the behaviour of workers in
a particular medical context. To achieve such a goal, it might be
tempting to take a “nudge” approach that attempts to shift practice through persuasive techniques [26, 27]. However, we felt that
such an approach may alienate clinical users, who paradoxically
place a particularly high value on impartiality, scientific rationale,
and system 2 thinking. Therefore, we took a different approach,
employing participatory design methods and carefully engaging
representatives from each relevant clinical sector in design and
evaluation activities.
Participatory design has been used successfully in clinical contexts [28]; at the same time, however, these contexts heavily constrain the ability of the people who work in them to take part in
design processes, and this impacted our approach to participation.
Transplant clinicians are essentially always doing urgent work upon
which patient lives depend; this is confirmed by our participants in
the data presented below. Ethically, then, it would have been problematic for us to demand too much of our clinician participants, and
we restricted this engagement to discrete “sessions” such as design
workshops and usability studies, rather than ask clinicians to take
up permanent roles within the design team. This had the potential
to reduce the clinicians’ power to engage in the design process
“between workshops”; however this risk was mitigated by the lead
author’s work as a clinician in the transplant sector, giving him
deep insights into the sector and frequent interaction with other
clinicians Our approach to PD was also unusual in that our focus
was on facilitating clinician-clinician interactions and thus we did
not involve patients or the treating ICU team in the technology
design. Our reason is that the lion’s share of conservative decision
making occurs at the interface of organ donation and transplantation sectors: i.e., roles 1-5 in Figure 1. More than 94% of potential
organ donors are referred by ICU teams for organ donation workup,
and more than 80% of waitlisted patients are prepared to accept
an IVRD organ [29, 30]. By contrast, studies show that donation
workup is not completed for some IVRD donors (donation sector
failure), and that some transplant teams universally and unilaterally
reject IVRD offers (transplantation sector failure) [3, 6]. Therefore,
we designed the tool with, and for, these clinical staff. We have an
ongoing discussion regarding the inclusion of patients in design;
thus far we have not attempted to engage patients because of the
extreme physical and emotional stress experienced by patients on
the transplant waitlist. Instead, we asked clinicians who work with
patients to act as their proxy in design.

1.7

Contribution of this paper

This paper describes our multi-phased design process, the results
of our design activities, and our implementation of this tool as a
working software prototype. The paper contributes: (1) a detailed
participatory design protocol tailored to the specific structure of the
organ transplant sector in Australia, (2) detailed findings about the
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problems faced by multiple actors in this sector and the contexts
and constraints within which they work, (3) a tested design for a
decision-support tool, (4) contextualisation of the project within
related research, and a discussion of how the project contributes to
knowledge and practice in this important health domain.

2

METHODS

Our design process comprised 5 distinct phases (Figure 3) and involved a broad range of health professionals from frontline clinicians to administrators within both the transplant and donation
sectors (Table 1).
Design participants engaged via online surveys, design workshops, one-on-one interviews, and individual usability studies (Figure 2). To speed development, some design activities comprised two
distinct phases, 1) blinded brainstorming without reference to previously identified designs, and 2) prototype feedback. At each stage,
design suggestions from participants were iteratively integrated
into the prototype.
Participant activities were reviewed and approved by the University of Melbourne ethics review boards (Project IDs: 22127, 20875,
1954508.1, 1955616.1).

2.1

Feasibility and Requirements Study

During the initial exploratory phase of the project, we conducted a
survey of clinician requirements. The purpose of the survey was to
test interest in the further development of a risk estimate tool, and
to define the use cases and platform preferences.
Due to the known variance in donor acceptance practices between states, we decided to adopt a broad sampling of the donation
and transplant sectors. Given we had yet to secure project funding, we pragmatically chose an online survey for its low cost and
distributed it through a series of professional email networks and
associations (See Supplementary Material 1). Respondents were
from both the transplant and donation sectors.

2.2

Donation Sector Design Needs

After securing philanthropic funding, we conducted a design workshop with participants from the donation sector. We invited donation sector clinicians, including donation nurses, coordinators, and
doctors to take part.
The workshop was conducted in two distinct phases. The first
involved participants brainstorming design ideas in small groups.
Participants were asked how a digital tool could be designed “To
increase the utilisation of organs from increased viral risk organ
donors”. Each group was asked to identify their five most important
design features and explicitly name each, identify the user group,
describe its look, and describe how it works and what it does.
The second phase involved critique of an early prototype, developed from design priorities identified in the survey of clinician
requirements (Figure 4). Participants sat at tables in small groups
and viewed an audio-visual presentation. Two clinical scenarios
were presented, the first focussing on needs of Donation Coordinators, the second on the needs of Donation Doctors. Participants
were asked to record on butcher’s paper design elements they liked,
didn’t like, and what was missing. The application workflow was
divided into a number of elements (Onboarding, Entering clinical
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Figure 3: Participatory Design Process
We conducted the workshop as part of a regular bi-monthly
network meeting of donation sector staff working in the state of
Victoria, Australia (Figure 5). This provided a broad representation
of donation professionals in the State.

2.3

Figure 4: Early prototype (Final version in Fig 6): Selecting
study to model from.

information, Selecting modelling studies, Calculating Risk, Generating & Sharing Reports). A screen-capture video of the presenter
using the prototype application was presented with a think-aloud
voiceover as well as still screenshots. The prototype was presented
to provoke small-group discussion and facilitate further exploration
of design features generated earlier in the session (See Supplementary Material 2).

Important Medical Risks

Based on specific design suggestions from the donation sector workshop, we conducted a survey of transplant professionals to identify
risks experienced by potential transplant recipients during their
period on the organ transplant waitlist, during the operation, and
in the post-transplant period.
We were aware that many risks are disclosed in formal medical
consent documents and information pamphlets supplied to transplant recipients. We elected to use an online portal and questionnaire to facilitate uploading of these documents, as well as allowing
transplant clinicians to report risks they perceived as important
and cite evidence for their quantification. Clinicians were able to
enter risks in free-text fields, and upload patient-facing documents
they routinely used (see Supplementary Material 3).
A comprehensive list of Victorian transplant units was obtained
from the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. We approached
each individual unit and invited their participation.

2.4

Transplant Sector Design Needs

Based on the preceding feedback we developed a working prototype
of the software as well as a prototype of the risk summary document that the software would produce. Transplant physicians and
surgeons provided feedback on the prototype via a combination of
face-to-face and online structured interviews. The interviews were
conducted in two distinct parts. The first phase sought feedback on
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Table 1: Participant Demographics
Design Phases
Feasibility and Requirements Study

Sector & Craft Group(n=)

Further detail(n=)

Transplant*

*=Transplant Subspecialities:
Lung (7), Heart (5), Liver (7), Pancreas (6),
Intestinal (3),Kidney (20)

Doctor (19)
Transplant* Nurse (9)
Donation Doctor (16)
Donation Nurse (54)
Other (16)
Total (121)

Donation Sector Design Needs

Donation Doctor (5)
Donation Coordinator (11)
Donation Nurse Specialist (7)
Donation Consultant (1)
Other (7)

†= Practice Location:
State based (9), Metropolitan (14), Regional
(7).

Total† (29)
Important Medical Risks

Transplant Physician (9)
Transplant Surgeon (2)
Total‡ (11)

Transplant Sector Design Needs

Surgeon (6)
Physician (2)

‡= Transplant Subspecialities:
Kidney (6), Liver (4), Heart (0), Lung (1),
Intestinal (1).
§= Total Interview Duration:
6hrs 27 minutes

Total§ (8)
Usability studies

Donation Doctors (2)
Donation Nurses (5)
Total (7)

the working version of the application. The second part consisted of
playing the participant a video vignette of a hypothetical telephone
organ offer, and asking their views on the risk summary document.
Transplant surgeons and physicians were recruited in a similar
manner to the peri-transplant risks survey.

2.5

Usability Studies

We used a software prototype to test usability and prompt ideas and
user experience feedback from clinicians in the donation sector. We
elected to conduct usability studies within the clinical workplace;
this had the benefit of enhanced ecological validity, as well as
being a pragmatic response to the time constraints of participating
clinicians.
We asked participants to use the application to respond to three
fictitious clinical scenarios, two of which we devised, while one
was drawn from their own experience. The first scenario involved
a patient dying from drug overdose - the most common clinical
scenario in which the software would be of use. The second scenario

was participant generated. Participants’ being able to work on their
own clinical scenario had the advantage of broadening the design
thinking and improving external validity while also testing user
inputs which may not have been a-priori tested during software
development. The final scenario was designed to be very complex,
and integrated increasing complexity as the scenario unfolded,
prompting the participant to use a variety of software features and
dynamic problem solving. Participants were asked to “think aloud”
while undertaking tasks, to help the researchers understand their
experiences.
We elected to conduct usability studies on each participant’s individual work smartphone, the same device they would use the application on in the wild. This help to make the scenario realistic for
participants, while also testing the application on a variety of smartphone models used in clinical settings. We recorded participantapplication interactions using a stand-alone video recorder facing
the phone screen. This had the advantages of not having to download additional screen-recording software onto the participant’s
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Figure 5: Donation Sector Workshop (blurred for anonymity)
phone, and recorded the participant’s voice and gestures while not
recording their face.

Thematic Analysis
Qualitative analysis was conducted and reported in line with
COREQ guidelines, the accepted standard in reporting qualitative
research in medicine [31, 32]. The first author ran the workshop,
conducted the interviews, and performed the thematic analysis.
Participants were aware that research was conducted as part of
a PhD, with the goal to develop a tool which aimed to estimate,
contextualise and communicate the risk on unexpected viral transmission from organ donors. Some participants knew the interviewer
through professional circles, prior to the study. Butcher’s paper
sheets from the donation sector workshop, and audio and video
from the transplant sector interviews and donation sector user experience were transcribed. Thematic analysis of the transcribed data
using an inductive approach where themes are derived from participant responses. Analysis was performed using NVIVO (Version
1.4.1).

3

FINDINGS FROM PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

Between 2019-2021, we conducted five separate participatory design activities (Figure 2) to create a tool to facilitate the calculation,
contextualisation and communication of the risk of unexpected
disease transmission during organ transplantation. Incorporating
findings from each design activity, we iteratively designed and developed a clinical-trial ready application. Participants were drawn
from a broad variety of clinical specialties relevant to organ transplant decisions (Table 1). A summary of findings is presented in
Table 2

3.1

Feasibility and Requirements Survey

Over 95% of respondents in this online survey reported that they
would like to use software to objectively quantify risks associated
with increased viral risk donors.
In line with our understanding of the central role of interclinician communication and clinician lead decision making, respondents more frequently nominated ‘informing clinicians’ as
being the most important potential function (64%), over patient
education (36%).
Results demonstrated universal use of mobile phones for work
related functions, with Apple iPhone ™ dominant in this group
(93%). Respondents preferred a dedicated application over a mobileoptimised web page for use on mobile devices (69%). The majority
of respondents identified a need for both mobile and desktop computer tools (72%). With mobile platforms being preferentially used
when working remotely from the hospital, or within the ward environments.
Respondents ranked the following IPDAS features in descending
order of importance: modelling risks using published Australian
meta-analyses, producing risk infographics, calculating 95% confidence intervals around risk, being able to select individual studies
and performing on-the-fly pooled analyses, producing a printable
risk report for the clinical record.

3.2

Donation Sector Design Needs

Participants highlighted that a tool would have multiple user groups,
each with differing needs. Design suggestions included features
that permitted a customised experience and output for different
types of user.
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Table 2: Primary design needs identified by participants
Participant Activity

Design needs identified by participants

Feasibility and Requirements
study

•Tool should be available on both desktop and mobile platforms.
•When used on a mobile device, tool is a dedicated application rather than a website.
•Primary task is to accurately convey the risk of unexpected transmission to transplant sector
professionals.
•able to calculate estimates based on published meta-analyses.
•able to visualise the calculated risk using infographics
•able to produce 95% confidence estimates.
•Risk Assessment: Needs to use current transplant sector risk behaviour definitions, be modelled
using local and contemporary data, acknowledge heterogeneity within risk groups, and be
contextualised (compared) with the risk of not proceeding with transplant as well as other kinds of
everyday risks.
•Sharing Outputs: Sharing should be easy, assessments should be sharable to colleagues via multiple
channels such as email and SMS, shared documents should be customisable to the end recipients,
and should be able to be uploaded to existing databases/repositories.
•Excellent usability: It needs to be easy and fast with minimal risk of user error. Sequential user flow,
minimal entered text, glossary, user support. No logins/passwords. Easy to tick risks from a list.
•Screens must be aesthetically pleasing. Colours and fonts need to be legible.
•Privacy of donors is important. Use existing sector identifiers.
•Risk of infection needs to be compared to waitlist mortality and the risk of temporary or
permanent de-listing from the waitlist when the patient is unlikely to benefit from transplantation
(normally because of pre-terminal illness).
•Risk also needs to be compared to intraoperative risks, and post-transplant risks including failure
of the transplanted organ to function in the recipient, either immediately or progressively with time.
•Feedback concentrated mainly the design of the Risk Report output by the app.
•Executive Summary or “One Pager” format is important for busy professionals.
•Report should follow a similar format to other risk summaries already in use.
•Report should include detail, even though the detail will not always be read.
•Report needs to define limitations of methodology
•Should produce a handout for patients with infographics.

Donation Sector Design Needs

Important Medical Risks

Transplant Sector Design Needs

Consistent with its use context and predicting the ramifications
from shifting from system 1 to system 2 thinking, participants
highlighted the importance of minimising cognitive load. They
requested sequential workflow, minimal text entry, minimal jargon,
ease of access to help / internal glossary, no additional passwords
or user accounts, and to use an easy-to-read colour scheme. They
suggested a brief splash screen, “and then to get straight into it”,
using visual aids to convey risk (Figure 5).
Participants also emphasised the importance of integrating the
tool into existing workflows. This included: integration with other
mobile apps such as contacts, email and SMS-messages, existing
industry software, and being able to upload results to existing cloud
databases.
Responses to the early prototype included requests for a professional colour scheme (blue) and congruence of colour use with
symbolic meanings (green is “good”, red is “bad”. e.g., “Patient risk
factor icons should be red”). Additional suggestions included more
extensive use of infographics rather than numbers to depict risks,
comparing risks “side-by-side”, use of non-clinical risk comparisons
(e.g., risk of winning lottery), and being able to customise this risk
for specific recipients.

Figure 5: Donation sector workshop participant designed splash
screen and risk visualisation infographic.

3.3

Important Medical Risks

Survey respondents reported that the most significant risks to
which transplant patients were exposed are death, graft nonsurvival/dysfunction and infection. Many of the important medical
risks identified by transplant clinicians, were annually reported in
transplant outcome and waitlist registries. Risks were described as
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occurring within the immediate peri-operative period and in the
first six months, one year and five-year periods.
The prevalence of various risks varied between <1% (renal transplant peri-operative deaths) and 40% (liver transplant acute rejection). Respondents emphasised that risks vary between patients,
and that patients vary in their desire to explore these risks and to
understand and contextualise them.

3.4
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equipment nearby. . .They will just say it’s just too
high risk. Yeah, but we would use that. But I think
[Hospital 1] and [Hospital 2] would use that. Yeah,
actually, yeah. I think we’re different from that point
of view.” – Transplant Physician
Participants also identified the role of adverse personal experiences in modifying risk tolerance.

Transplant Sector Experience and Design
Needs

3.4.1 Transplant Sector Experience. Respondents highlighted conversations with patients about risk are conducted by a variety of
staff, from various speciality backgrounds and at various stages
of training. Conversations may occur at one or more points prior
to transplantation, including immediately prior to surgery. The
assessment, uncertainty, weighing, acceptance, and communication
of risk is a highly distributed task, amongst a team of health professionals. Patients may probe different professionals at different time
points looking for reassurance about decision making. Respondents
highlighted both the challenge and importance of a unified representation of risk to patients, including keeping a record of what
has been communicated.
“Sometimes they [the physicians] will ring us about a
donor, before ringing a patient, and they’ll say, what
do you think of the level of increased viral risk for
this patient?” – Transplant Surgeon.
“Occasionally patients will then ask us [about risk],
yeah, usually as they’re getting onto the operating
table or something, which is just a little bit difficult.
So it’s quite important that we know exactly what the
physicians have said to them.” - Transplant Surgeon
Participants acknowledged that increased risk factors do affect
decision making regarding the acceptance and allocation of organs.
“I can remember in the early days being worried about
it [viral risk]. Stories of people who die, for example,
of an overdose and, you know. . . maybe we might
not use that one” – Transplant Surgeon
“My immediate response was no, you wouldn’t do
that. I think it’s a reflex feeling. Why would you take
an increased viral risk donor?” – Transplant Physician
“[Viral risk status still] affects some of my decision
making about organ allocation [particularly in children]... it’s hard to sort of quantify why that is. If the
kid was fulminant and we had no other choice, then
so be it. I guess it’s. . . I suppose the reason is in the
long term, the younger the recipient, the longer the
need for antivirals or whatever. . . if you do end up
giving them HIV or Hep B [becomes emotional and
stops talking].” – Transplant Surgeon
Participants identified significant variation in risk tolerance in
this regard between colleagues, units and states.
“I think there’s quite a wide variation in risk aversion,
even in our unit . . ...”– Transplant Surgeon
“I think the other states just don’t use as many of
these kidneys . . . Someone dies, their injecting drug

“[Discussing a cluster of unexpected disease transmission events].. There are people who have been burnt
by that cluster and that lingers in people’s minds. So
there is variation.” – Transplant Surgeon
“I was involved in a [redacted] case a few years ago
where a patient was hep B positive and that wasn’t
made clear to the recipient. . . [despite other unrelated and more clinically significant issues in the case]
their next of kin got very upset by the fact that the
donor had been hep b positive and that wasn’t made
clear...(the experience wasn’t pleasant).” – Transplant
Surgeon
Finally, participants highlighted the difficulty of integrating large
amounts of clinical information about the donor, particularly outside normal working hours.
“It’s a lot of pages, 2:00 in the morning when you’re
not completely on your game to go through it and
make sure you read everything. Yeah, we all worry
We will miss something important one day, yeah.” –
Transplant Physician
3.4.2 App design needs. They highlighted the potential benefit of a
structured risk summary to provide a consistent, reliable assessment
of this risk regardless of the clinician’s role or training. Respondents
highlighted the importance of an executive summary page, but also
the need for detailed explanation.
Some sectors already had non-IVRD risk-communication documents, and requested any new documents adopt similar formatting
to support familiarity of use. Respondents also highlighted the importance of composite risks of “anything going wrong” in addition
to risks of individual viral transmission, and the importance of
explicitly quantifying uncertainty around risk estimates (95% confidence intervals). Respondents thought it was important to disclose
the model’s methodological assumptions, and accuracy, but also
wanted a clear description of case-characteristics where the model
was likely to perform poorly. Respondents were also keen to describe in the event of unexpected transmission event, infection was
easy to manage.

3.5

Usability Studies

Whilst the prototype had adopted previous suggestions for a linear
workflow, it included “optional features” which were presented
as “detours” from the default progression. Users provided several
design improvement suggestions, including making user progress
clearer, making the progress bar interactive to allow fast forward or
backwards, and clear delineation of the “next” button from optional
function buttons.
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Figure 6: Application Flow

4

IMPLEMENTATION AS A SOFTWARE
PROTOTYPE

Through iterative prototyping we developed a clinical trial-ready
web- and iOS-based application which allows users to estimate,
contextualise and communicate the risks of unexpected viral transmission from increased viral risk donors (Figure 6).
After a simple splash screen, users are asked to identify their
subspecialty, so that various defaults are customized to their response. Users then enter key information about to donor to permit
modelling, including a screen for entering their hospital length
of stay, and a screen to enter their increased risk behaviors. The
software accesses a curated database of published epidemiologic
studies which can be used to model the risk of viral transmission,
using the window period incidence model [33]. For each virus, the
user selects the desired study or studies to model from. Users can
explore studies through an in-application data-summary or through
a hyperlink to the study’s abstract.
Risks are presented numerically in an explanatory plain language
statement, and through an animated infographic. Context specific
“myth busting” statements are integrated that can be clicked to
further explore their detailed evidence. Users can then select from
a list of medical risks in the transplant period and compare the
relative risk of these to the risk of disease of transmission. Risks are
expressed in plain language. Similarly, users can then select from a
list of non-medical risks and probabilities and compare relative risks.
Finally, users are given the option of preparing a risk report for the
recipient’s clinical record. The interface prompts users for three
unique donor identifiers and invites the user to write a qualitative
description of the risk behavior, before outputting a report. Users
can then download the report onto their device, or copy, email, or
SMS a hyperlink to the report.
Reports are in PDF format and can be printed for inclusion in
the transplant recipient’s medical record (see example report in

Supplementary Material - 4). Reports start with an executive summary front page which includes composite risk of infection and 95%
confidence intervals. This is followed by a complete methodology,
limitations section, information on ease of managing unexpected
transmission events, and results section, including citations for
studies which are used in the modelling. The final page is an infographic summary which can be used to assist clinicians with patient
communication.

5

DISCUSSION

We used a participatory design process to develop a working application which estimates the risk of unexpected viral transmission
during organ donation. The purpose of our project has been to develop a tool that transforms the way clinicians evaluate this risk by
providing a viable alternative to the use of heuristics with their inherent biases. We are confident that an objective assessment of risk
will reveal IVRD organ offers to offer an excellent value-prospect,
and that supported by this tool, clinicians will feel empowered to
confidently offer IVRD organs to their patients.
In this section we reflect on observations arising from this project,
including limitations of our methods, and outline our plan for further development and testing of the app.

5.1

Trust centred design

Trust lies at the centre of the donation and transplantation of increased viral risk organs. Each sequential decision gate in Figure
1 is, at its core, an interaction between two human beings – one
making a representation of the facts (the trustee), and a recipient
(the trustor) who is required to intuit the veracity of representation
and the degree of risk incurred in proceeding. The provision of a
decision support tool can be viewed at a deeper level as a device to
facilitate trust between these clinicians.
Both the social sciences and, more recently, HCI literature predicts that trust will be extended when the trustor believes the
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trustee to be competent, benevolent, honest, open, and reliable
[34-36]. Viewed through this lens, many of the design need identified in this paper can be seen as features for augmenting trust.
One example is the request to provide a detailed description of the
methodology with each estimate, despite admission from clinicians
that this would rarely be read. Here the display of methodological
assumptions, limitations, links to scientific literature and worked
calculations addresses many of the antecedent requirements for
trustworthiness: competence, information accuracy, honesty, and
openness. Likewise, the ability to select up-to-date studies, riskfactors and employ a published quantitative methodology [33, 37],
address the trust antecedents of control and reliability over time.
The use of participatory design methodology and extensive sectoral engagement may serve to increase trust in the software solution, through the act of extensive involvement by clinicians in an
open and transparent design process.

While we recruited a diverse range of participants from the donation and transplant sectors, there were some groups who were
under-represented Whilst there was excellent donation sector representation, cardiac transplant, and paediatric transplant specialties
appeared underrepresented. Additionally, risk-averse individuals,
or those disengaged with debate over IVRD use, may have disproportionately elected not to participate in design activities. Design
phases 2 to 5, where conducted in a single state (Victoria, Australia).
Other jurisdiction may have differing design needs.

5.2

6

Health care is not a democracy, yet

Paralleling the user-centred design movement, the patient-centred
care movement is sweeping medicine [38]. The latter is designed
to place patients and patient perspectives at the centre of clinical
care, and a cornerstone of this movement is shared decision making
[39]. Whilst there has been growth in the availability of patient
decision support tools that time to facilitate shared decision making,
the literature catalogues a litany of implementation failures [15].
Clinicians appear simply not support many of these tools in practice
[15].
The design study reported here affirms the importance of designing clinical decision support tools that are sympathetic to a
time constrained context, that bring reliable, easily accessible, interpretable, and evidence-based data at the time and place of decision
making, resulting in an improved work process which is less effortful and subject to less error than the current approach.
Whilst shared decision making is a laudable goal, it is a multistage journey which requires early buy-in by clinicians. We describe
a context where some clinicians have been unwilling to tread this
path [21]. Our findings highlight clinicians’ perception of the importance of DSTs to primarily inform their decision making, over
patient education. We contend that without winning the hearts and
minds of clinicians, designers cannot hope to empower patients.
However once won, the clinician-patient interaction may be a most
formidable ally.

5.3

Next Steps

We embarked on this project after the donation sector identified
under-utilisation of IVRD organs as a significant issue. We engaged
early with the sector’s national body and benefited from extensive engagement with donation and transplantation sectors in the
design process. Iterative prototyping and usability testing have
resulted in a clinical-use-ready tool, which has undergone review
by the national regulator of therapeutic devices. We will shortly
be undertaking a clinical implementation trial of the tool that includes an assessment of user experience, after receiving executive
approval by a state-based donation agency. The agency will embed
the tool’s use within the routine workup and referral of all IVRDs
to the transplant sector. The trial will examine the uptake and use

of the tool by donation sector and transplant communities. After
incorporating user feedback from this trial, we hope to proceed
to successful implementation of the tool at a state level, and then
nationally, using step-wedge design to evaluate its impact on IVRD
organ utilisation.

5.4

Limitations

CONCLUSION

Clinicians underutilise organs from increased viral risk donors,
despite evidence that acceptance of these offers would lead to improved outcomes for recipients. We undertook a participatory design process to elucidate the multiple and varied needs of a diverse
clinical staff roles with the donation and transplant sectors. Through
a range of activities, we iteratively incorporated design ideas and
feedback on an evolving prototype into a clinical-trial-ready tool designed to facilitate risk calculation and clinical decision making.This
paper makes four contributions: (1) a detailed participatory design
protocol tailored to the specific structure of the organ transplant
sector in Australia, (2) detailed findings about the problems faced
by multiple actors in this sector and the contexts and constraints
within which they work, (3) a tested design for a decision-support
tool, (4) contextualisation of the project within related research,
with a discussion of how the project contributes to knowledge and
practice in this important health domain. We plan next to trial a
version of the tool in clinical contexts, and hope that this account
of our design process will help designers of other clinician-facing
risk calculation tools in the future.
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